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Portraiture: A Sampler

My Call to Arms, by Tam Tran. Digital print, 2009.

Fear of Arms
David Henry Hwang
BILL and JOSH stare at a computer screen.
BILL
She looks hot.
JOSH
Does she have her arms behind her back, or does she, you know, just not have arms? I mean, if those are,
whadya call em, stumps? Then that’s pretty brave, putting herself out there like that.
BILL
I think she looks hot.
JOSH
Let’s see what she wrote on her profile.
BILL
I saw this porno once? No arms, no legs, and pregnant. It was really creepy—but kinda hot.
JOSH
Here. “My call to arms.” Look—that’s all she wrote. No “about me,” “likes and dislikes,” “what I’m looking
for in a relationship”—nothing.
BILL
Wow. That is just fucked up.
JOSH
It’s really irresponsible. How am I supposed to decide if I wanna go out with her? Also, “My Call to Arms?”
Sounds kinda, I dunno, militant?
BILL
Maybe she just wants some arms.
JOSH
Nah, that would be, “I’m Calling for Arms.” But this, I mean, it’s like she’s saying, “Take me or leave me.”
Which is kinda aggressive. And, you know, that’s not my favorite quality in a girl.
BILL
You’re telling me. If she’s calling for her arms? Well, she can just call someone else.
JOSH
Yeah, I’m clicking on another one.
BILL
Good, you don’t need any trouble. (beat) She looks hot, though.

Shimomura Crossing the Delaware, by Roger Shimomura. Acrylic on canvas, 2010.

__________________

Villain/elle: Shimomura Cross Over in the Flat of the Night
Bao Phi
after Dylan Thomas and Lupe Fiasco

Shimo’ cross over in the flat of the night
Home of the coolie, displaced Native, land of the slave
Paddle over tongues of water, Colonialist’s Delight.
Tie an Arab to a rocket, set the fuse alight
Enlist a Chinaman in the military, racists haze the brave
Shimo’ cross over in the flat of the night.
Steal Native land, dance the white man’s blight
drop bombs on Jap, teach yellows to behave
Paddle over tongues of water, Colonialist’s Delight.
Shackle woman, shackle man, pack them in tight
you can never get enough, what a white man craves—
Shimo’ cross over in the flat of the night
Build a wall against a people, barbwire their flight

Natives declared illegal, upturned sacred graves
Paddle over tongues of water, Colonialist’s Delight.
Indian accent over phone lines, xenophobia our birthright
we fight over scraps, these holes onto our souls engraved
Shimo’ cross over in the flat of the night
Paddle over tongues of water, Colonialist’s Delight.

__________________

from Tula
Chris Santiago
Coda
Goodbye, little stranger.
If you should find yourself
shipwrecked
shivering in starlit solitude
open your hand
bitten deep
by my parting gift—open
my gift. Broken
you’ll think
radiating nothing into space
save silence.
But on the edge of it
delicate as the fearful
breath of lovers in a next room
something rises:
like a light echo thinning
but not dying:
causing something far off and crystalline
to tremble into music:
__________________

Interior Security Regulations II
Mia Ayumi Malhotra
(Rohwer, Arkansas 1942)

An alien of enemy nationality shall not travel or make trips or move.
Lights shall remain off throughout hours of darkness. The child crying in Block 9 must not
fear the dark (night too has children, nurses them with wet, cracked nipples
tells them hush) wind rushes in through the widening seam in the wall. Rough boards
nailed against light desert sand
Disturbances are prohibited. The woman in Block 9 must not cry out, back raked
by stiff sheaves of corn, mattress ticking, the sliver & prick of boards
the husband lowers himself
roots into the body. Someone shifts on the other side
of the sheet hung across the room, a tight screen
She learns to pray this way, teeth clenched, back taut air hissing through lips our father
who art in heaven thy kingdom come thy will be done—
she’s in the body now. It’s dark.
The barrack’s quiet now, husband curled in sleep. Woman’s face pushed against the wall
into the black crack of night & beyond that
more black
desert. Wire. Tools may be used as weapons, including knives with blades placed in mess halls.
Sleep widens like a jaw, yawns

black

lights shall remain off

shall not travel shall not make trips stretches prickly across the woman’s face arms neck
taut in the dark. No child, no woman shall not move
__________________

from Exchanging Vows
Janine Joseph
(Red Square, Las Vegas)
Were we so different, our lives merging,
our glasses filled, our parents shouting, Toast!,
Let’s make a toast!, beside the headless ghost

of Lenin cast in bird droppings? Binging
on chicken kievs and lamb loins and bulging—
were we so different? Were we engrossed
in our reception, in vodka, the most
expensive flight of cold desserts surging
out of shot glasses? We gave loud speeches
and arranged ourselves as one family,
a tight row of nine beneath the sickle,
star, and hammer, red light on our faces.
And still no different, leaving singly
by morning, feeling ashamed and awful.
__________________

Tameka/Berry Farms
Aaliyah Bilal
Back home after two years away in Yunnan, China, I’d taken a summer job keeping books at an academic
day camp before leaving for graduate school in London. The camp was housed in a small facility in South
East DC that was better suited to a convenience store than a school. It sat on the main drag near the Big
Chair and had a tagline that read “Changing Minds, Saving Lives.”
[…]
After my monologue the students were still. Then in the way a trickle forms a stream, they one by one
grabbed notebooks and pencils from their backpacks. As I turned to jot a few notes about pinyin on the
marker board, I overheard one student say, “I can get with this, yo…” And as simple as that I had reeled
them in.
There was just that girl in the back.
“You is being jah disrespectful, we trying to learn Chinese in here maine…” I was surprised by the
outburst from Jamal, who was normally quiet during the afternoon jam sessions, directed toward the young
woman still beating boom-boom-clap on the desk. The others looked my way as I hoisted the marker inches
from the board, transfixed.
[…]
__________________

Oslo’s Coffin: My Father and Palestine
Leila Farsakh

I realize that my days with him are numbered. I see him saying goodbye slowly, every night, every time I
visit. I watch him revert to being a two-year-old boy who wants somebody to help him go to the bathroom,
wash him, assist him in his ablutions for the five prayers of the day, and that is hard…I can for once see his
pain. It is hard for him to walk, hard for him to read or drink his coffee in his usual Arabic cup, but I cannot
help thinking that he can make an effort, he can do better, he does not need to let himself down, he does
not need to abdicate his life. And then I think, what is there for him in the life he is abdicating, as death
knocks at his door and calls him forward?
[…]
__________________

Castle, Fort, Lookout, House
Sejal Shah
You are half Jamaican, half Rochesterian; you are my heart. Does this mean my own heart does not love
me? Why do we love beauty when it is not love?
A quarry is a large, deep pit or a type of open-pit mine. Quarries are often used for building materials. I
wanted to build a castle, a fort, a lookout, a house. I did not intend to get stuck in an open-pit mine. Who
intends these things?
One November night, I wanted to get back to Brooklyn from Washington Heights. I used to be scared of
hailing cabs. “I’ll go with you,” you said. You hailed a gypsy cab. “One drink.” Our friends fled. You hailed a
yellow cab to Brooklyn. You got in the car with me, came up the stairs with me. You stayed.
[…]
__________________

The Assistant Secretary
Varun Gauri
The day began unpleasantly: my brother-in-law won the Nobel Peace Prize. I was sitting in the lobby of the
Dresden when my phone rang. Rebecca asked if I was sitting down and then, conspiratorially, “Are you
alone?” Apparently, the Norwegian fellow had asked Oscar the same question; and Rebecca couldn’t help
but reenact “the thrilling moment.” Of course I’m not alone, I told her. A kind of hysterical narcissism best
explains my sister’s failure to recall that, now that I had been confirmed, security escort was standard. I told
her to hang up and call back on the personal phone, but she blurted the news and said she had to go to
help Oscar prepare for the news conference.

